JEBEL SIFAH GOLF COURSE

Framed by the clear tranquil waters of the Sea of Oman and the magnificent Al Hajar Mountains, the stunning 9-hole Jebel Sifah Golf Course is a true design masterpiece. Covering 220,000 square metres, it is created by the world-renowned Harradine Golf to epitomise the essence of the one-of-a-kind Jebel Sifah lifestyle, it offers an amazing golfing experience, in a community like no other.

Sensitively developed with the environment and the local eco-system in mind, the Jebel Sifah Golf Course is not only at the heart of the Muriya development, but an integral part of it. Meandering and weaving artfully through and around the properties, its flora and fauna complement the outstanding natural beauty of the landscape, adding to and enhancing the unique character and distinctive personality of the vibrant community. Using a mix of domestic and imported trees, plants and shrubs, the course keeps with the natural landscape appreciating an artful dialogue between the sea and surrounding mountains.

The 9 holes of the Jebel Sifah Golf Course are set to open in Quarter 1 2017, offering 3000 metres of green tee and fairway, a large driving range alongside a cosy club house and the newly designed Golf Lake apartments. It is operated and managed by luxury golf experts providing an impeccable, enjoyable and rewarding experience for golfers of all levels, abilities and aspirations.